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Robert (Rabbie) Burns (1859 – 1896). Scottish poet

Books
Burns, Ramsay and the earlier Poets of Scotland ed Allan Cunningham ad Charles Mackay Part I May 15 1886
Tam O’Shanter and Souter Johnny, A Poem by Robert Burns, illustrated by Thomas Landseer, pub Marsh and Miller 1830

Articles
‘An Open House for Burns’ by Angus I Macnaghten Country Life January 23 1953

Catalogues
Burns Cottage Alloway – Catalogue with historical note
The Burns Cottage, Alloway – Catalogue of manuscripts portraits and other relics, printed 1931

Prints
Robert Burns – miniature
5 prints of illustrations by Thomas Landseer from Burns’ Address to the Deil
Proof of print signed by Landells

Miscellaneous
Letter dated February 1891 from W C Angus
Letter entitled The Burns Exhibition from Members of the Burns Federation 189_.